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Bleed Da Block Volume IV is the hottest compliation album released by ATV Records with Southern style

rap, Spanish rap, and R&B. 13 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Southern Style, HIP HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap

Details: The latest release from ATV Records, Bleed Da Block Volume IV is a compilation of both artists

and genres. Featured on the album are the Madd Creole, Big Swole, SBF Clique, Cap, and Big Chop.

New artists debuting on this album are Da Red Bull, Angel, Sugar Davis and Half Back. The songs are

listed in order as they appear on the album. 1.	The album begins in natural minor with "Get them Dollaz"

performed by the SBF Clique, which with its up beat tempo captures the essence of money. Madd

Creole's hypnotizing hook is extremely catchy and you will be singing it in your head as you listen to the

rest of the album. 2.	The second track on the album is "What you Need" presenting Red Bull, Big Swole,

Bonehead, and Crawford of SBF. Big Swole and Madd Creole play tricks with our ears with electronic

manipulation and a driven bass line. 3.	"Going Down" includes both Big Chop and Crawford, two of ATV

Records best selling artists which rap about respect. 4. At this point, the album takes an artistic turn with

"Raw" which is a mixture of English and Spanish. This song features Cap, with a new artist, Half Back

featuring Big Swole on the hook. 5.	The fifth track on the album is "Latina." The bongos give the song a

polyrhythm which will keep your head bobbing to the beat. "Latina", which is performed by Cap and Big

Swole, is solid Spanish rap bringing new flavor to ATV Records. 6.	With a great introduction, the next

track, "Comin' Back" presents Crawford solo. The SBF Clique back Crawford with their classic Southern

style rap. 7.	ATV expands the variety of this compilation with new artist Shaunda "Sugar" Davis. She

sings with a timeless R&B feel as her voice soothes the listener's ears. 8.	"Can't Stop Our Shine" is mixed

very high energy and contrasts the previous song. Madd Creole's voice adds a new form of "Funk" to the

album. Cap and Red Bull rap about being in the ATV Family. 9.	Track nine, "Feel That" introduces new
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artist, Angel. With whispering and sexual innuendo, Angel blasts into the spotlight. 10.	"All I Need"

featuring Cap and Crawford is evenly mixed track with accentuation on the smooth percussions giving it

movement. 11.	"Ghetto Life" is about the tribulations of life in the ghetto. This song presents Half Back

and Red Bull with a funky beat. The mix on this song is great, with clear highs and lows. 12.	The next to

last track, "Plexin'" elevates the level of emotion of Cap, Half Back, and Big Chop. All three come across

through the song effectively. 13.	With clear lyrics, "Southside Drag" brings the album to a close. Featuring

Craw Daddy, Cap, and Red Bull, ATV has brought all their forces together to make a great song. This

album is the fourth in the series of Bleed Da Block in which ATV has continued to bring new talent. Check

out the ATV Records website for music video releases from this album and more information on the

various artists. atvrecordz.com
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